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About This Game

The game is a FPS in 90's style. Built on Ray Casting technology, but it has a nice graphics, stylized as shooters of the same
years. Has not complicated basis of gameplay; run, shoot and look for an outlet, but during these running you can admire the

trenches and ruins of houses, as well as breathe in pure chlorine.

1914. The Entente is engaged in a bitter struggle with the German Empire. You play as a French soldier on the front line. The
Germans really want to throw your battalion back and brutally attack your positions every day. One quiet night, the protagonist
sensed something amiss... It turns out that the Kaisers surrounded and crushed your position, destroyed a large number of your

brothers in arms and deprived of any hope of salvation.

Features:

- Weapon Arsenal of the WW1

- Classic gameplay

- Old school gameplay

- Epic music

- Graphic design as in Wolfenstein
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- Setting of the WW1

- Variety of locations and environments

- Ability to control the tank
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Publisher:
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Wish there were less people who thought they were gods at D -. This game may be good later on, but I seriously could not take 5
minutes of it, it completely bored me out of my mind. I do not recommend this game at all. Although it is an effective way of
torture!. Teh SUX. Don't get it. I spent $3 on this and it was $3 too much. SuperMEH. I'm not normally a platformer player, but
this game did have some enjoyable parts too it. The graphics weren't really sophisticated enough, however, to win me over. And
I found the game quite difficult to make progress in. Although to be fair, it is tagged with a difficult tag. Overall, the game
didn't win me over.

See gameplay at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LrE5DL-KK4. 2 seconds to pick popular topics,
and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665controls requiring you to click on a comment, then choose an action. wouldat least
be a decent BSH copy if the comments were in succession. requires a godlike autoclicker to fight against the counter dabs

also, not free. i couldve made this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in scratch for god sake. Even though this game is
still in beta, this is definitely in my top five of 2018. It perfectly blends the characteristics of the modern FPS with the pure
number crunching of an idle game. It\u2019s also just an absolute joy to sprint past all the enemies while spam clicking and just
gaining more and more speed. There\u2019s also a lot of strategy in finding the best perk build for you. This game is a must
play in my books.. The software is very good as an alternative to Photoshop and other alike. However it has to many
programming issues .... In my case i keep having error 3 and error 19... i can see the icon of my picture but it wont open... sadly
i havent found the solution of this problem, I hope someone else has, if so please help me.... The first game in years that's
managed to recapture that 'something' I remember games having back in the days of the Spectrum and Atari ST. I've been
finding it challenging not just to play, but to put down as well!

Very, very enjoyable indeed and well worth seven quid of anyone's money :) If you found the lack of stats and crappy UI in
Skyrim annoying and want something a bit more 'Authentic' for an RPG, then do give this a go. The demo's huge, btw, and will
keep you busy for a good afternoon.... Literally just doesn't respect your time.

Many instant death pit falls, long travel time between screens that contain nothing, no map, an overworld that doesn't clearly
dillineate what things you need, damage as a deterrence (completely unclear where to go without just being bodied by enemies
that you can't kill)

This isn't a very good metroidvania, as the backtracking is long, punishing, and unrewarding.

The people that complain about the hitboxes are complaining that their rancid meat has cucumbers on it instead of the pickles
they ordered.
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Splice is a hidden gem among puzzle games.

Every level has the same goal - to place cells into a given pattern in a very little amount of moves. Despite the fact that rules of
the game are very simple, one needs to well understand principles of cells' behavior to master the game. Spatial thinking might
be helpful there. There is no space to feel repeatibility. Two similar-looking levels usually require completely different steps.

Finding a solution in few moves might sound easy at first, but then the difficulty of Splice increases gradually with a progress of
the game and in the end it gets quite difficult.

When it comes to the amount of levels, it is okay - completing them all left me with a satisfaction and did not make me tired of
playing.

As for the aspects other than gameplay itself, there is a simple yet effective graphics. The way the cells move gives a nice
feeling of working in some kind of liquid. The impression is intensified by an ambient lightning and a noise effect.
This, plus a wonderful piano soundtrack make the game to be perceived as a calm and relaxing.

Splice is an unique and outstanding game that I highly recommend to everyone.
Even though it is a puzzle game, it is easy to relax with it and enjoy it.. "Woah". I am a hard-boiled player.
I commanded armies of marines and marauders on the scorched fields of StarCraft II.
I slain countless demons venturing from forsaken towns to the fallen heaven in Diabolo III.
I lead head to head battles of heroes in the valleys,above cities and within the center of the storm.
I master countless decks of deadly minions combining forces with legendary spells in the hearthstone inn.
I fought in the streets of revolts and sieges in Insurgency.
Danced among the bullets upon the shores of Omaha and Dunkirk in Day of Infamy.
And breathed under a gas mask among fallen bodies in sandstorms.
I participated hostage rescues and bomb defuses in the six squad.
Launched cannonballs amid the roaring waves of the pacific gliding blackwakes.
And called thunder by the names of the Super Earth’s Helldivers.
I commanded warships,tanks and airplanes.
Squashed swarms of aliens at the brink of a nuke blastoff.
And piloted exosuits in battlefields obeying to nature’s selection.
But still,when times come hard,and failures follow failures,
What can I withdrawal to?
Only those,peaceful yet immersing moments,
Healing our wounds,and refreshing our souls.. I played this game in Early Access so I've played the first 3 chapters as of right
now. I love the story and the characters! I can't wait to finish this great game! I wholeheartedly recommend this game to anyone
who loves virtual novels!. \u20ac PRICE \/ QUALITY

\u2610"IT'S A TRAP!"(Admiral Ackbar)
\u2610 "That'll do, pig. That'll do."(James Cromwell)
\u2611 "SHUT UP AND TAKE MY MONEY!"(Philip J. Fry)

PC REQUIREMENTS

\u2611Minimum
\u2610Medium
\u2610High
\u2610 Extreme

GRAPHICS

\u2610Cheap
\u2611Acceptable
\u2610Masterpiece
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GAME TIME (hours)

\u2610 0>2
\u2610 2>5
\u2611 5>15
\u2610 15>30
\u2610 30>50
\u2610 50>75
\u2610 75>100
\u2610 100>?

STORY

\u2610 None
\u2610Bad
\u2610Good
\u2611Amazing

DIFFICULTY

\u2611Simple
\u2611Easy to learn, hard to master
\u2610Hard
\u2610Blackhole (FiolaSoft Studio)
\u2610Impossible

BUGS

\u2610Game itself is one big BUG
\u2610Bugs destroying the game
\u2610Bugs
\u2610Few little bugs
\u2611Perfect. Loving, it everything is more balenced.
Soon more updates, Workshop, Multiplayer

There are a couple of issues with the maps and the ai navigation.

But anything else this mod is great.

Give it a shot.. Normally don't write revies to often but....this is a great game.....Connecting online sometimes bugs up and you
need to reset the game, but not a big issue..as you can still play..... fun fun fun.. This Game is Awesome!! I'd stack this game up
against Gemotry Dash any day of the week!!!!
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